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Abstract 
Let oxy denote a fixed autotopism triangle of a finite commutative semifield plane of even 
order qjV, with middle nucleus GF(q). A point 1 f[ {x,y,o} is called a central unit of the 
plane, relative to oxy, if coordinatising the plane by a semifield, in the standard way with I 
chosen as unit point and ox, oy as axes, yields a commutative semifield/91. It is shown that 
the set of all central units, relative to a fixed oxy, is partitioned by a set of q -  1 translation 
(hyper)ovals, any two of which share only the origin o as a common point. The full autotopism 
group acts transitively on these q -  1 translation ovals, and the ovals, together with the lines ox 
and oy, define a rational Desarguesian net of degree q. 
1. Introduction 
In [6] we introduced the notion of  a central unit I of a finite semifield plane n ¢°~, 
relative to any natural autotopism triangle Oxy, where y E E~ is the shears point, 
and x E fo~ is any other fixed point on the translation axis E~. We call the affine 
point I ~ n ¢°~ - (Ox U Oy) a central unit if coordinatising n ¢°°, relative to the frame 
Oxy, yields a commutative coordinatising semifield DI when the identity is chosen to 
be I; of course, Dj is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by I, when x is held 
fixed. The set of  central units defined for different choices of  x can be mapped onto 
each other by an isomorphism of the plane. Thus it is reasonable to restrict attention 
to the central units arising from a fixed choice of  Oxy. 
Within this chosen framework, in [6], we gave a geometric description of  the dis- 
tribution of the central units of  a commutative semifield in terms of its order qN and 
middle nucleus GF(q). Specifically, let n = (V,F)  be the spread associated with such 
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a semifield ~ = (D, +, o), where V = D G D, and the qN + 1 components in F include 
among them Y : 0 ® D (the shears axis) and X = D @ 0 (the other affine side of 
the autotopism triangle). Then cg, the set of central units in V - (X U Y), is given by 
K 
cg = Urn; ' 
i=1 
where {re1 ...rrK} is a set of K = (qN_ 1 ) / (q -  1) distinct Desarguesian planes of 
order q, through the origin O, exactly one from each of the K different middle-nucleus 
nets that contain the components X and Y, and ~i denotes the points of rci - (X U Y). 
In particular, this result permits one to count the central units of 7r t~. 
Result 1. [~1 : (qN _ 1)(q - 1). 
The aim of this note is to demonstrate hat in the even-order case, cg has a particu- 
larly noteworthy structure. Specifically, we demonstrate cgU {O} is the union of a set 
{O1... f2~q_l)} of q -  1 translation ovals that, together with X and Y, form a rational 
Desarguesian partial spread of degree q, and any translation oval through O that lies 
in cg U {O} is necessarily one of the f2i's. An immediate consequence of this is the 
following 
Corollary 1. The autotopism group of any commutative s mifield plane of even order 
qN, with middle nucleus GF(q), is isomorphic to a subgroup of the autotopism group 
of a rational Desarguesian partial spread of order qN and degree q. 
2. Preliminaries 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basics of semifields [3], translation 
planes and their coordinatising spreads [8]. This section is devoted mainly to emphasis- 
ing some of our main conventions. We always view rc = (V, F) as a generic semifield 
(or shears) spread of even order, with V = ~-~ @ ,~,  where ~2 = GF(2); but we 
generally write D = ~-~, especially when a multiplicative structure on (~-~, +) is being 
considered. We assume, without loss of generality, that X = ~-~ @ O and Y = O @ 
~ E F, and that Y is the shears axis (fixed by the non-trivial affine elations of the 
spread ~z). 
The standard way of obtaining such a shears spread rt = (V,F) is to start with 
any semifield (D, +, o) of order 2 n, where (D, +)  = (~,  +), and then to define F on 
V =D@D by 
F := {"y=mox" :mED}U{Y},  
where "y ---- mox" always means {(x,m ox) :x E D}. Throughout the article, we denote 
this spread by n(D, +, o). 
We can now state, in spread-theoretic erms, the definition of a central unit. 
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Definition 1. zr = (V,F) is coordinatised by a semifield (D,+,o), relative to the 
shears frame, (X, Y), and unit point u E V -  (X U Y)  if there is an additive bi- 
jection ~b : V ~ V such that ~ leaves X and Y invariant and induces a spread 
isomorphism from 7r to 7z(D,+,o) such that ~O(u) -- (e,e), where e is the multiplica- 
tive identity of (D, +, o). If (D, +, o) tums out to be commutative, we call u a central 
unit. 
We now list some of the usual conventions regarding spread-sets, but specialised to 
the even order case. 
Definition 2. An additive spread-set ~--, of order 2 n, is an additive group of 2 n n x n ma- 
trices, over GF(2), such that In E ~J', and the non-zero matrices in Y are non-singular. 
The spread coordinatised by 3- is 7z9- = (V, F~r), where the component-set F• con- 
tains, besides Y, precisely the elements of form "y = Mx", viz., {(x, Mx) : x E ~},  
whenever M ¢ ~--; in particular, X and {(x ,x) 'x  ¢ ~} are always in the 
spread ~zer. 
The following definition recalls the essentially standard way of obtaining a semifield 
from an additive spread-set 3-, and conversely of recovering this additive spread-set 
from the semifield; ~-- is often called the set of slope maps of the semifield. 
Definition 3. Given an additive spread-set ~--, of order 2 n, and e E ~,~ - {o}, the 
(clearly unique) member T of ~'- such that Te = x is denoted by Yx, and Dive(Y)  = 
(D,+,Oe) where a Oe b : ~--a(b), whenever a,b E D. Conversely, the slope set of a 
semifield (D, +, o) is defined to be the additive additive spread-set of matrices 
{MEGL(n ,2 )U{O}:  3mED such thatMx=moxVxED}.  
We assume familiarity with the standard facts associated with the above definition 
(e.g., see [6, Result 1]). In addition, we require the following elementary fact, which 
may be viewed as a consequence of [4]. This result does not depend on the character- 
istic of the plane. 
Result 2. Let (D,+,o)  be any fnite semifield with slope set Y,  and middle nucleus 
slope set ~-. Let H be the group of middle nucleus homologies of 7z(D, +, o), viz., 
{(x ,y )~(Fx ,  y) : F E ~}.  
Then for each subspace f2 of V = D ® D, disjoint from X and Y, the H-orbit of I2, 
unioned with X and Y, viz., 
{h(a) : h e H}u{x , r}  
is a rational Desarguesian spread of degree [~'[. 
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"y = Tx", for some Proof. Since I2 is disjoint from X and Y, we may write f2 = 
non-singular T. Now 
H("y  = rx") = {"y = TF- 'x":F E o~*} 
={"y=rFx" :F  E N*} .  
Now choosing a field ~t ~ D ~,  with [~ff[ = [D[, we see that 
H("y  = Tx") U {X, Y} C {"y = TKx" : K E Jff} U { Y} 
and the RHS is a Desarguesian spread with slope set TOff D T~-. The result follows 
easily. [] 
3. The standard oval from commutative semifields 
In a projective plane I I  of  order n, a set f2 of n + 2 points, no three collinear, is 
called a hyperoval. Hyperovals are therefore 2-arcs with maximum possible cardinality, 
and may only exist in planes of even order. I f  f is a secant line to the hyperoval f2, 
we call the affine arc 12" = I2 - E a translation oval if a translation group of order n, 
with axis f,  fixes 12" (and hence acts transitively on it); now {x, y} = O N f is called 
the carrier set of I2". 
Translation ovals can only exist in planes of order n = 2 N ( c.f., [1]), and it has 
been shown by Johnson and the first author [5] that for any choice of non-prime N, at 
least one non-Desarguesian (translation) plane of order 2 N contains a translation oval. 
In this section we take the opportunity to show that this result continues to hold 
even when N > 3 is prime ( c.f., Theorem 1). This is done in terms of the 'standard 
ovals', defined below, and form the basis of this paper. 
Definition 4. Let (D ,+,o)  be a commutative semifield spread of even order. Then 
"y =xox," i.e., {(x, xox) :x  E D}, is the standard oval of (D,+,o) .  
It is generally realised that "y = x o x" is an oval in rr(D, +, o); we want to stress 
that it is a translation oval. This is a corollary of the following characterisation of 
translation ovals given in [5]. 
Result 3. Let W be a subspace of a spread n = (V,F) such that W is disjoint from 
two components X and Y and meets all the other components non-trivially. Then W 
is a translation oval, with carriers on X and Y, and conversely every translation oval 
of n that passes through the origin, and whose carders are on the components X and 
Y, is a subspace of V that meets each member of F - {X, Y} non-trivially but does 
not contain any non-zero point of  X U Y. 
We now easily obtain 
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Corollary 2. "y = x o x" is a translation oval in n(D, +, o), whenever o is commuta- 
tive. 
Proof, The commutivity of o in characteristic 2 gives the identity 
(x + y )o (x  + y) =xox  + yo  y 
and hence "y -- x o x" is a subspace. Since it also meets the component "y = m o x" 
at the point (m,m o m) ~ O, whenever m ~ o, the above result leads to the desired 
conclusion. [] 
Any commutative semifield plane may be coordinatised by several different commu- 
tative semifields, and each of them will give rise to a "standard oval" as in the corollary 
above. Our goal is to show that the set of all such ovals partition the central units of 
the spreads. The main step is to show that all the non-zero points of "y = x o x" are 
central units. This is demonstrated in the next section. 
We end this section by completing the "ubiquity theorem" proved in [5], as promised 
above. 
Theorem 1. At least one non-Desarguesian plane of order n admits a translation oval 
precisely when n = 2 N, for some integer N > 3. 
Proof, By [5], it is sufficient o assume n -- 2 p, where p is a prime of order > 3. 
Now there exists a Knuth 'binary' commutative semifield of order 2 p [7], and the 
required result follows by Corollary 2. [] 
4. The central units on "y = x o x" 
Throughout this section ~ = (D, +, o) is a generic even-order commutative semifield, 
and ~-~ is its slope set, consisting of the slope maps Td of d E D given by 
Ta:D---*D, x~--~dox. 
To cache E D-{o}  we assign the map, 
~/e : V -" V, (x,y) ~ (Tex, y). 
This map will allow us to normalise n(D,+,o).  Throughout he section, e 2 always 
means e o e; squares relative to any other operation are always written as a product. 
The following notation is needed to describe the images under r/e of certain entities 
related to 9-2. 
Notation 5. Given e E D - {o} we let 
1. ~-(e)~ {MTe-I : M E Y-}, 
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2. F (e) = { 'y=Nx '  :N  E ~ ' (e )}u{O®D},  
3. 7~ (e) = (V,I'(e)). 
Lemma 4. For each e E D - {o}, 
(a) y-{e} is an additive spread set with identity such that 
7[o~'~e ) = 7g (e ) .  
(b) Given x ,y  E D, with x 7~ o, there are unique members Tx--,y E Y and 
T(~Qy E j ' (e)  such that they map x into y. 
(C) ?]e : V --+ V induces a spread isomorphism f rom ~z~ to 7z (e) (that leaves X = 
D ~ 0 and Y = 0 G D invariant), and t/e(e,e 2) -- (e2,e2). 
(d) j-(e) is the slope set o f  the semifield (D, +, , )  where 
,,.(e) 
x*  y = te2~xy (1) 
and the multiplicative identity o f  * is e 2 ( i.e., e o e). 
Proof. (a) is immediate, and (b) is a consequence; (c) follows from the fact that t/e 
maps "y = Tx" onto "y -- TTe lx" ;  and (d) is easily verified: * corresponds to the 
multiplication of the standard semifield associated with given spread y-(e), when the 
identity is chosen to be e 2. [] 
We now demonstrate hat (D,+,*)  is commutative in a series of steps. We shall 
make considerable use of the notation introduced in Lemma 4(b) above. 
Lemma 5. 
x ,x= re~relX.  
Proof. 
x • x = T (e) x 
e2__+x • 
But by Lemma 4(a), 
TTe le  2 = x for some unique T E 3- 
::~ Te = x ( as Tee = e 2)  
r~xr / le  2 -- x 
T (~) = T~-,x TZ1 e 2 -"-~'X 
~ X * X : Te_ ,xTelx  
as required. [] 
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Lemma 6. Let ~'~(e) : {(X,X*X) : X E D} and (2 ---- {(x, xox)  : x E D}. Then 
t/e(~,-~) = ~-~(e). 
Proof. 
t/e 1 (0  (e)) = { (Te lx ,  x * x) : x E D}, (by definition of t/e), 
={(TSI(x),Te__.xTe-tx) ' x  E D} (by the lemma above), 
= { (x, Te~r,.xX) : x E D} (replacing x by Tex) 
= {(x, Te~eoxX) :x  E D} 
={(x, xox)  : x E D}, (by the commutivity of o). [] 
Lemma 7. (D, + , . )  is a commutative semifield. 
Proof. Since t/e is additive t/e(f2) = ~'~(e) is an additive subgroup of V = D ® D, 
because f2 is a subgroup of (V,+). Hence, 
(x,x * x) + (y, y * y)  E o(e) whenever x, y E D 
=~(x+y,x ,x+y*y)  E O (e) Vx, y E D 
~(x+y)* (x+y)=x*x+y,y  Vx, y E D 
~x*  y+ y*x=o 
Thus, since t/e defines a 
(e, e o e) onto (e o e, e o e) 
(by Lemmas 7 and 4(d)), 
Vx, y E Das required. [] 
spread isomorphism from rffD, +, o) to n(D, +, , )  that maps 
(see Lemmas 4(c) and (d)), and the latter is a central unit 
we have shown. 
Proposition 8. (e,e o e) is a central unit of ~(D,+, o), whenever e E D-  {o}, and 
(D, +, o) is a commutative semifield of even order. 
Now assume the commutative semifield (D,+,o) has even order qN, with middle- 
nucleus GF(q), and consider the orbit of the standard oval "y = x o x" under the 
group of middle-nucleus homologies H, of order q - 1. Now by result 2 the orbit 
O of "y = x o x", unioned with {X, Y}, is a rational Desarguesian partial spread of 
degree q; in particular, O consists of q - 1 pairwise skew subspaces, each of order 
q - 1. Thus, by Proposition 8 the non-zero elements of the members of (9 consist of 
(qU _ 1) (q -  1) central units, and now by result 1 all the central units in n(D,+,o) 
have been accounted for. Hence, we have our main result. 
Theorem 2. Let ~ = (V,F) be the spread of a commutative semifield plane (i.e, 
the correspondin9 translation plane admits an orthogonal polarity by Ganley [2]), of 
even order qN, with middle-nucleus GF(q), and with shears axis Y, and X any other 
component of F. Then H, the group of middle-nucleus homologies of ~, with axis X 
and coaxis Y, acts regularly and transitively on a set (9 = {f21 . . . . .  ~'~q--1} of q -  1 of 
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pairwise trivially intersecting translation ovals, with carriers on X and ¥, such that 
the non-zero elements of U 69 is c£, the set of central units of zc relative to Y and 
X. Moreover, ~9 U {X, Y} are the lines through the origin of a rational Desarguesian 
net of degree q that is left invariant by the full autotopism group of zc (fixing the 
components X and Y). 
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